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Abstract

Real-time summarization of news events
(RTS) allows persons to stay up-to-date
on important topics that develop over time.
With the occurrence of major sub-events,
media attention increases and a large num-
ber of news articles are published. We pro-
pose a summarization approach that detects
such changes and selects a suitable summa-
rization configuration at run-time. In partic-
ular, at times with high media attention, our
approach exploits the redundancy in con-
tent to produce a more precise summary
and avoid emitting redundant information.
We find that our approach significantly out-
performs a strong non-adaptive RTS base-
line in terms of the emitted summary up-
dates and achieves the best results on a re-
cent web-scale dataset. It can successfully
be applied to a different real-world dataset
without requiring additional modifications.

1 Introduction

Important events such as natural disasters, protests,
and accidents often trigger an increased informa-
tion need for many people. These events usually
develop over time with the occurrence of multi-
ple sub-events, where publishers on the web create
news articles on the topic while the situation is
still developing. To stay fully updated, interested
persons have to digest a substantial amount of infor-
mation, which is not feasible in most cases. Some
publishers therefore create real-time newsfeeds for
selected high-impact events that are regularly up-
dated with short texts to provide a live summary on
the recent developments. An excerpt of an example
summary is shown in Figure 1. Because the up-
dates are usually created by journalists, the process
is laborious and can only be applied to few events.

A meteor shower caused several explosions in the lower 
atmosphere above Russia's Urals region.

15/02/2013 - 08:12

Multiple people were injured by broken glass.

15/02/2013 - 08:15

The emergency ministry issued a statement saying that no civil 
aircraft or local power stations were damaged.

15/02/2013 - 08:30

Figure 1: Three updates for an example summary
of the event Russian Meteor (2013).

Automatic approaches to real-time summariza-
tion (RTS) on the other hand can generate live sum-
maries for a large number of events without entail-
ing additional editorial cost (Aslam et al., 2014).
This summarization process is different to retro-
spective approaches because all news articles must
be processed in a timely fashion as soon as they are
available. Thus, real-time in this context refers to
the continuous decision-making process over an un-
bounded stream of news articles where each input
document can trigger the emission of new updates.

To deal with this challenge, current approaches
to RTS use real-time sentence filtering methods
with different heuristics (McCreadie et al., 2014a;
Raza et al., 2015) or more complex, real-time ca-
pable learning to search methods (Kedzie et al.,
2016). They apply the same methods over the full
timeframe of an event without explicit adaptation
to important changes. However, when major sub-
events occur, there is a sudden increase in media
attention with a large number of news articles be-
ing published on the topic. We hypothesize that the
detection of these changes to adapt the summariza-
tion process to media attention allows us to create
an improved event summary.

In this work, we present an approach to RTS
that adapts to changes in news events at run-time
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by explicitly switching between configurations that
determine important parameter choices for summa-
rization. Within our approach, we combine sim-
ple yet effective methods for document filtering,
single document summarization, and redundancy
detection, which is inspired by previous work (Mc-
Creadie et al., 2014a). To adjust the parameters
of these methods according to important changes
in the news events, we continuously predict me-
dia attention by measuring moving averages of the
number of relevant news articles over time. We
switch the summarization configurations according
to a ruleset whenever we detect significant changes
in our predictions. This allows us to exploit re-
dundancies in content at times with higher media
attention to produce more precise updates for the
summary of the news event.

Our two main contributions are as follows. First,
we show that media attention is an important
attribute that can be utilized for improving ap-
proaches to RTS. As a result, our approach is able
to achieve the best results on a recent web-scale
dataset, and can successfully be applied to a differ-
ent real-world dataset without requiring additional
modifications. Second, we demonstrate that simple
methods for document filtering, single document
summarization, and redundancy detection are very
effective for RTS if suitably configured at run-time.

2 Related Work

RTS is strongly related to update summarization,
where the goal is to create an update summary with
only new and changed information based on a pre-
vious summary and a small set of new documents
(Dang and Owczarzak, 2008). Early approaches ap-
ply standard multi document summarization meth-
ods followed by a redundancy removal step (Fisher
and Roark, 2008; Copeck et al., 2008), whereas
more recent approaches incorporate topic models
(Delort and Alfonseca, 2012; Conroy et al., 2011)
or specialized sentence re-ranking methods (Du
et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013, 2015).

The periodical application of update summariza-
tion makes it possible to summarize long-running
events that develop over a period of several weeks.
McCreadie et al. (2014b), for example, use this
approach and select sentences from hourly update
summaries according to their prevalence and nov-
elty. A major disadvantage, however, is the inabil-
ity of being real-time capable. Similar areas are
retrospective temporal summarization (Allan et al.,

2001) and on-line temporal summarization (Guo
et al., 2013).

To accelerate research within summarization of
long-running events, the TREC temporal summa-
rization (TREC-TS) tracks were initiated (Aslam
et al., 2014). The goal is the emission of updates
at arbitrary times based on a large stream of input
documents and an event query. Some approaches
that use the TREC-TS datasets rely on incremen-
tal techniques to create updates over regular time
windows. Kedzie et al. (2015), for example, use an
incremental salience prediction method and a clus-
tering approach to emit updates in hourly intervals.
Other approaches are also real-time capable. Mc-
Creadie et al. (2014a) rely on simple filtering and
redundancy detection methods and feature-based
sentence extraction. Kedzie et al. (2016) use a real-
time sequential decision-making process by adapt-
ing a learning to search approach. And Raza et al.
(2015) rely on cosine-similarity heuristics to emit
only the first sentence of relevant news articles.

3 Real-Time News Summarization (RTS)

Problem Definition Given a stream of input doc-
uments (i.e. news articles) Sin ← d1, d2, ..., dn, ...
and an event topic in the form of a query q, we
want to emit a stream of output sentences Sout ←
u1, u2, ..., um, ... with new and important informa-
tion related to q. The output sentences are referred
to as updates whereas the output stream itself is
denoted as the summary. Each document di ∈ Sin

is associated with a timestamp ti where ti ≤ ti+1.
This reflects a real-life scenario where incoming
documents are analyzed in the same order as they
are published. Importantly, every document di in-
vokes a decision-making process that can lead to
the emission of new updates.

Our Approach to RTS We rely on a multi-step
approach with three separate responsibilities: First,
we filter Sin in regard to q. Second, we process
the remaining relevant documents with a single
document summarization method and extract the
most important sentences. And third, for every ex-
tracted sentence, we decide if a new update should
be emitted to Sout. See Figure 2 for a visualization.

Our approach is similar to the work of Mc-
Creadie et al. (2014a) who also rely on a processing
pipeline. We however do not bind the individual
steps to any particular algorithm. The benefit of
this approach is the ability to re-configure all indi-
vidual responsibilities separately at run-time.
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Figure 2: Our multi-step approach to RTS.

4 Adaptation to Media Attention

Measurement of the News Stream To explic-
itly adapt our approach to media attention at run-
time, we continuously measure the stream of news
articles in regard to the event query. We calculate
moving averages for the number of news articles
that pass the document filtering over time windows
of 6 (MA6 ) and 24 hours (MA24 ). Moving av-
erages enable us to suppress a certain amount of
expected volatility while still being sensitive to im-
portant changes. MA6 (over 1

4 day) and MA24
(over a full day) thereby allow us to quickly react
to increases in media attention (MA6 ) while ignor-
ing common periodical changes, for example day
vs. night (MA24 ). A visualization of the moving
averages for two events is shown in Figure 4.

With these continuous measurements, we can
detect increases in media attention by scanning for
sudden increases in MA6 . We can also detect de-
creases in media attention by observing decreasing
values of both MA6 and MA24 . This enables our
approach to select of a suitable configuration for
summarization at run-time.

Configuration Selection Our approach can
choose from a list of configurations Ψ at run-time,
where each configuration ψ ∈ Ψ determines impor-
tant parameters for relevance filtering, single docu-
ment summarization, and update emission. Thus,
the two most important properties are Ψ and the
behavior to select configurations.

We perform the selection as follows. At the be-
ginning of an event we always select the start con-
figuration ψcurrent = ψstart. During summariza-
tion, we obtain important information about media
attention of the event through continuous measure-
ments of MA6 and MA24 . Based on this informa-
tion together with ψcurrent, our approach continu-
ously evaluates a list of transition rules that define
conditions for configuration switching. When a
rule triggers a switch, the new configuration is im-

mediately selected and all related parameters are
changed accordingly.

The transition rules together with the configu-
rations Ψ and the continuous predictions of MA6
and MA24 enable our approach to explicitly adapt
to the event at run-time. In the following, we de-
scribe the methods we use in the individual RTS
steps and outline all relevant configuration param-
eters. We present the different configurations and
transition rules later in Section 7.

5 Summarization Methods

Document Filtering We use a simple term-
based filtering approach to determine the relevance
of a news article d in regard to the event query q.
If all stemmed words of q appear in the first n sen-
tences of d and at least twice in the full text, we
consider d as relevant. Otherwise we discard d. n
is an important parameter that is determined by the
selected configuration.

This approach to filtering is motivated by the
inverted pyramid, which states that news stories
usually begin with a story lead that contains the
most important information followed by the article
body with additional details (Pöttker, 2003).

Single Document Summarization We use the
greedy summarization method MMR, which ex-
tracts summary sentences by minimizing the sum-
mary redundancy and maximizing the query simi-
larity (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998). The num-
ber of extracted sentences m is determined by the
selected configuration.

We rely on cosine similarity with tf·idf scores to
measure the similarity of sentences in MMR. idf is
approximated by the inverse term count over the
static corpus web1t (unigrams).1 We set the MMR
balancing parameter to λ = 0.5, a common choice
to not favor query similarity over redundancy de-
tection. We only consider sentences for extraction
that contain between 7 and 30 non-stop words and
a named entity. Similar heuristics were applied by
McCreadie et al. (2014a).

Update Emission Each individual sentence that
was extracted in the prior step invokes a decision-
making process for the update emission to deter-
mine if a new update u should be emitted to the
summary Sout. Our approach follows the intuition

1https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2006T13
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Figure 3: The update emission process.

that in case of important sub-events multiple pub-
lishers report about the incident at similar times.
We assume that the exploitation of redundancies in
content can help us to find important information.
Because the amount of available redundant con-
tent is proportional to the media attention, run-time
adaptation is required.

Our approach is visualized in Figure 3. First, we
discard sentences that are redundant to previously
emitted updates. We use the same cosine similarity
scoring method as described previously and discard
sentences if their similarity to a previous update
exceeds the threshold ts. We furthermore employ a
Naı̈ve Bayes classifier to discard (obviously) irrele-
vant sentences,2 which we trained on manually an-
notated sentences from the TREC-TS 2013 dataset.
We only rely on simple features like term count,
frequency of uppercase letters, and frequency of
non-alphanumeric letters.

After sentence filtering we apply a real-time ca-
pable redundancy detection method. For a sentence
s, we check the similarity against a list of recently
stored candidate sentences that were not emitted
as updates. If we find at least g sentences with
similarity greater than a threshold tc, we emit one
sentence from this group as an update. The emit-
ted sentence is the one with the highest similarity
to all other sentences of the group. Otherwise, if
we cannot find enough similar sentences, we add s
itself to the list of candidates.

Parameters that are set by the chosen configu-
ration are ts, tc, and g. g is especially important
because it determines the required redundancy.

Confidence Scoring In our evaluation, which we
describe in Section 6, we rely on manual judge-

2E.g. “CBS News CBSNews.com - CBS Evening News -
CBS This Morning - 48 Hours”

Dataset News News Articles Avg. Event
Articles per Hour Duration

2014 6,488,989 2,267 310 [h]
2015 145,266 36 186 [h]

Table 1: Statistics of the employed datasets.

ments of the top-n updates for each summary. Thus,
it is important to calculate a confidence score that
allows us to find these top-n updates.

For an update u, we calculate three different
quality indicators that are derived from the group
G of redundant sentences that are found in the
redundancy detection step of the update emission,
and their timestamps T :

cc =
1

|G\{u}|
∑

ugroup∈G\{u}
sim(u, ugroup)

ct =
max (0, 24−max (T ) + min(T ))

24
co = 1 + 0.2 · |G|

where cc is the coherence measured by the average
similarity (sim) of the redundant sentences, ct is the
timeliness measured by the distance between earli-
est and latest timestamp (normalized by 24h), and
co is a value derived from the group size (required
redundancy).3 We calculate the final confidence
score as the product of these three indicators.

6 Experimental Setup

Datasets For our experiments we use the TREC-
TS corpora of 2014 and 2015. Both are filtered
versions of the larger TREC-KBA corpus that con-
tains 1.2 billion web documents (Frank et al., 2012).
All documents are timestamped, which allows us
to simulate an ordered input stream. We only
use news articles and filter out social media con-
tent. Besides web documents, the corpora also
contain events queries (e.g. 2013 Eastern Australia
floods) and textual nuggets, which describe impor-
tant sub-events (e.g. Moonie highway flooded).
Nuggets form the gold-standard of information that
should be included in a good summary for an event.
Dataset statistics are listed in Table 1. Most no-
table, the 2015 corpus contains significantly fewer
news articles per hour and the event duration is
40% shorter on average. We perform experiments
on both datasets to compare approaches within dif-
ferent scenarios.

3For each update in the group, we add a 0.2 increase for
co, which is motivated by a theoretical group size limit of 5.
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We split the 2014 corpus into 4 development
events4 and 11 test events. We use all 21 events of
the 2015 corpus for testing.

Metrics We adopt the evaluation metrics of
TREC-TS 2014, which allows us to score the sum-
mary precision, recall, and timeliness. The metrics
are heavily dependent on matchings between sum-
mary updates and nuggets, where a nugget matches
an update whenever the nugget information is con-
tained in the update. For space reasons we refer the
reader to (Aslam et al., 2014) for a formal definition
of the metrics. We briefly outline them below.
◦ nEG (Normalized Expected Gain): Measures

the expected gain per update (∼ expected rel-
evancy of updates). This is approximated by
the number of nuggets a typical update cov-
ers. For each nugget, only the first match is
considered. This is a precision metric.
◦ C (Comprehensiveness): The ratio of nuggets

that have matches (weighted by nugget im-
portance). Measures the amount of relevant
content included. This is a recall metric.
◦ EL (Expected Latency): Timeliness of update

timestamps compared to nugget timestamps.5

It measures how fast important information
is emitted (larger values = better). This is a
latency metric.
◦ H: Harmonic mean of a latency-discounted

variant of nEG and C .

Annotations for Evaluation We conducted own
annotation studies in accordance to the official
TREC-TS track evaluations to obtain matchings
between summary updates and event nuggets for
all evaluated approaches. We employed three anno-
tators for every event/approach combination who
each matched the top-60 updates (determined by
confidence score) against the event nuggets. The
employed annotators were students with a linguis-
tics and computer science background and prior
annotation experience. For the remaining updates
(not in top-60) we used exact matches from the
pool of past track evaluations. In our results we
calculate the mean of the individual scores derived
from each annotator.

We measure an inter-annotator agreement of κ =
0.40 (Cohen’s Kappa) on the 2014 dataset and κ =

4Development events: Boston Marathon Bombing, Costa
Concordia disaster and recovery, 2012 Afghanistan Quran
burning protests, and 2013 Eastern Australia floods.

5The update timestamp is set to the timestamp of the last
processed document in Sin.

0.56 on the 2015 dataset (moderate agreement).
Previous work with comparable annotation studies
reports similar results (McCreadie et al., 2014b).

Evaluated Approaches We primarily evaluate
two different approaches. First, we test our ap-
proach with adaptation to media attention (RTS-
Adap). The list of configurations and the transition
rules are described in Section 7. Second, we eval-
uate a non-adaptive variant (RTS-Baseline). Com-
pared to RTS-Adap, it relies on the same filtering
and single document summarization methods, but
employs a reduced update emission step. RTS-
Baseline only executes the sentence filtering and
skips the redundancy detection. This allows us to
choose static configuration parameters, which we
determined on the development events. Resulting
values are n = 5 for the number of sentences that
are considered as article lead in the document fil-
tering, m = 2 for the number of single document
summary sentences, and ts = 0.3 for the similarity
threshold to discard updates.

We additionally re-evaluated top-performing sys-
tems from the TREC-TS tracks to provide a better
overall comparison. We obtained the summary up-
dates from the respective authors.

7 Configurations and Transition Rules

For RTS-Adap, we determined three different con-
figurations ψa, ψb and ψc that are suitable to sum-
marize each of the development events. These
configurations were obtained on the development
events (using manual annotations for the match-
ings). The final values for each configuration are
shown in Table 2. Whereas ψa and ψb only differ
in the number of required sentences for redundancy
detection in the update emission, ψc uses a different
redundancy threshold and an increased number of
sentences that are extracted within single document
summarization. Furthermore, the document filter-
ing is less restrictive, where only one token needs
to be present in the document text twice (instead of
all tokens). This is necessary to handle events with
particularly low media attention.

With the individual configurations and the evalu-
ation results on the development events, we deter-
mined the list of transition rules. We formulated
different constraints that were necessary to obtain
a good summary based on the results of the previ-
ous parameter search and manually optimized the
transition rules to fulfill as many of the constraints
as possible. Results are listed in Table 3. A visual-
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Parameter ψa ψb ψc

n (document filter: article lead) 5 5 20
m (document sum.: extracted sents) 4 4 5
g (emission: redundant candidates) 2 1 1
ts (emission: update threshold) 0.3 0.3 0.3
tc (emission: candidate threshold) 0.6 0.6 0.45

Table 2: Parameter values that are determined by
the three different configurations.

ψcurrent Condition Change to

ψc MA6 > 6 ψb

ψb MA6 > 14 ψa

ψa MA24 < 6 and MA6 < 6 ψb

ψb MA24 < 1 and MA6 < 1 ψc

Start configuration: ψc

Table 3: Ruleset for configuration switching.

ization of the adaptive configuration selection with
these rules for two events is shown in Figure 4.

8 Experimental Results

2014 Dataset In the first experiment, we study
the question of the added value of RTS-Adap
compared to RTS-Baseline. We also re-evaluated
the best-performing approach of TREC-TS 2014
(CUNLP-AP), which is based on an affinity propa-
gation clustering method (Kedzie et al., 2015).

The results are shown in Table 4. In particular,
RTS-Adap outperforms our baseline on all metrics
with a significant improvement on H. Most no-
table, it substantially increases the strong results
for the precision-oriented metric nEG . At the same
time RTS-Adap also achieves significantly better
latency results. These improvements are a result of
the effective exploitation of redundancies in con-
tent according to media attention, which allows
only the most important and timely information to
be emitted. Sentences from retrospective reports or
opinion texts are usually discarded due to missing
redundancies across recent news articles. Infor-
mation that is already included in the summary is
also discarded due to strict filtering in the update
emission. Thus, RTS-Adap is highly effective in
avoiding emitting irrelevant content.

In comparison to CUNLP-AP, our approach with
adaptation to media attention achieves significantly
better results on the precision-oriented metric nEG .
Even though CUNLP-AP achieves better recall, the
summaries of RTS-Adap are more balanced. This
is particularly reflected in the combined metricH
where RTS-Adap outperforms CUNLP-AP by a

Event duration [h] (Boston Marathon Bombing)

D
oc
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 / 

h

Event duration [h] (Costa Concordia disaster and recovery)
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Figure 4: Configuration switches of RTS-Adap.

System C nEG EL H
(c) CUNLP-AP 0.32b 0.07 1.22 0.12
(b) Baseline 0.23 0.11c 1.05 0.12
(a) RTS-Adap 0.26 0.13c 1.23b 0.17b

Table 4: Results on 2014 data. Subscripts indicate
statistical significance (Wilcoxon test, p < 0.05).

substantial margin. The difference is not statisti-
cally significant due to a high variance in the result
scores.6 Additionally, compared to CUNLP-AP,
our non-adaptive baseline achieves a similar result
onH because of high precision scores. This partic-
ularly demonstrates the effectiveness of the simple
three-step approach to RTS.

In our second experiment, we study the perfor-
mance of RTS-Adap compared to a static variant of
the same approach that does not change configura-
tions. To get a better impression of the adaptation
itself, we evaluate the static approach for ψa, ψb,
and ψc. To keep annotation efforts at a feasible
level, we selected five random events from our test
set for this evaluation. Table 5 shows the results on
H. For only one event RTS-Adap does not select a
suitable configuration. On the other hand, in three
cases it achieves better results than the best possi-
ble individual configuration. This strongly suggests
that our method is very effective because it can se-
lect the best possible configuration for individual
event segments to create a better overall summary.

2015 Dataset In the third experiment, we study
the question on the influence of a different dataset.

6Relative std. on H: RTS-Adapt: ±47%, CUNLP-AP
±73%. RTS-Adapt produces more consistent results.
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Event ψa ψb ψc RTS-Adap

Egyptian Riots 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.14
In Amenas 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.11
Russian Prot. 0.14 0.17 0.09 0.09
Russia Meteor 0.21 0.24 0.24 0.29
Southern Calif. 0.18 0.23 0.23 0.25

Table 5: A comparison of RTS-Adap against the
same approach with static configurations (H).

System C nEG EL H
(c) CUNLP-AP 0.27 0.06 1.04 0.07
(s) CUNLP-SD 0.33 0.11c 1.33cb 0.18c

(b) Baseline 0.32 0.10c 1.23c 0.15c

(a) RTS-Adapt 0.32cr 0.11c 1.29c 0.18cb

(r) RTS-Adapt/Re 0.31 0.11csb 1.33cb 0.19cb

Table 6: Results on 2015 data. Subscripts indicate
statistical significance (Wilcoxon test, p < 0.05).

Besides CUNLP-AP we also re-evaluated CUNLP-
SD,7 a top-performing approach of 2015 that is
based on sequential decision-making with a learn-
ing to search method (Kedzie et al., 2016). We also
created a version of RTS-Adap with conditions that
were optimized on results from 2014 (RTS-Re).

Experimental results are listed in Table 6. Most
notable, RTS-Adap can successfully be applied to a
new real-world dataset without requiring a different
ruleset. Compared to RTS-Baseline, our approach,
again, achieves a better result on the combined
metricH, which is primarily due to better latency
scores. On the other hand, the improvements in
terms of precision and recall are much smaller. This
is an effect of missing high-impact events in the
dataset, which results in a small number of relevant
news articles per event. This situation strongly fa-
vors simple approaches like RTS-Baseline that rely
on simple content filtering. RTS-Adap however is
still able to achieve better results compared to RTS-
Baseline because it correctly selects configurations
for low media attention. Our approach performs
on the same level as CUNLP-SD and significantly
outperforms CUNLP-AP on all measures, which
especially shows the effectiveness of adaptation to
media attention given its strong performance on the
2014 dataset. Even though RTS-Re achieves the
best results in our evaluation, changes are relatively
small. This suggests that our approach is robust
against changes in the ruleset.

Error Analysis We identified two sources of er-
rors within our approach. First, RTS-Adap some-

7Run id: 3LtoSfltr5

times selects the wrong configuration when an
event is especially long-running with constant low
media attention. An example is the event Russian
Protests in Table 5. Here, our approach chooses
the least restrictive configuration ψc for the full
event timeframe, which results in multiple updates
per day. Because the event is active for more
than a month, the summary contains too much fine
grained updates. As a solution, we could detect es-
pecially long-running events with the goal to select
better suited configurations.

Second, our simple document filtering approach
leads to misclassifications in some cases. As a re-
sult, irrelevant news articles are further processed
and a small number of irrelevant updates are emit-
ted. We can see this behavior in cases with mis-
leading lexical overlap between the query and an
unrelated input document. For example, a news ar-
ticle on Bulgaria protesting against an EU decision
passes the filter for the unrelated event query Bul-
garian Protests (against government). This prob-
lem could be solved by using more sophisticated
document filtering methods.

9 Conclusion

In this work, we showed that media attention is
an important attribute for RTS that can be utilized
to improve event summaries. We presented an ap-
proach that automatically detects changes within
media attention by continuously measuring moving
averages for the number of relevant news articles
over time. By switching summarization configura-
tions at run-time, we can effectively exploit redun-
dancies in content at times with high media atten-
tion and thereby create better, more precise sum-
maries. Our experimental results showed the effec-
tiveness of our approach, which significantly out-
performs a strong non-adaptive baseline in terms of
the emitted summary updates and achieves the best
overall results on a recent web-scale dataset. Strong
results on a different real-world dataset furthermore
suggest that our approach can also be applied to
other scenarios without requiring additional modi-
fications in the employed ruleset. We showed that
simple methods are highly effective within RTS if
they are suitably configured at run-time.
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